DP/DEC/66/1 (000001)
Rules of procedure of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/2 (000002)
Review of activities of the Special Fund: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 7th meeting, 13 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/3 (000003)
Organization of work of the Governing Council and the Inter-Agency Consultative Board: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 10th meeting, 17 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/4 (000004)
Administrative budget: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 11th meeting, 17 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/5 (000005)
Revision of the Financial Regulations: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 11th meeting, 17 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/6 (000006)
Programme recommendations of the Administrator: UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 14th meeting, 19 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/7 (000007)
Action taken by organs of the United Nations System and related agencies in 1965 on matters relating to UNDP.
Adopted at the 18th meeting, 21 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/8 (000008)
Expanded scheme for using associate experts in United Nations technical assistance programmes.
Adopted at the 18th meeting, 21 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/9 (000009)
Date and place of the 2nd session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 18th meeting, 21 Jan. 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/10 (000010)
Technical Assistance Programme and technical assistance contingency authorization: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 27th meeting, 15 June 1966.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/66/11 (000011)
UNDP assistance on a refundable basis.
Adopted at the 27th meeting, 15 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/12 (000012)
UNDP Special Fund Programme recommendations.
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 16 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/13 (000013)
Pilot and demonstration plants as pre-investment.
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/14 (000014)
Financial matters: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/15 (000015)
Creation of an ad hoc meeting of the Council in November 1966: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
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Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/16 (000016)
Uniformity in the presentation and approval of projects and programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/17 (000017)
Size and composition of the regular technical assistance programmes of the specialized agencies and IAEA.
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/18 (000018)
Informal discussion between the Governing Council and the Interagency Consultative Board: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 31st meeting, 17 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/19 (000019)
Organization and methods of work: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 20 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/20 (000020)
Amendment of rule 6 of the rules of procedure: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 20 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/66/21 (000021)
Provision of operational personnel under the expanded programme of Technical Assistance: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 32nd meeting, 20 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/22 (000022)
Use of associate experts in United Nations technical co-operation programmes.
Adopted at the 32nd meeting, 20 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/23 (000023)
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 22 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/24 (000024)
United Nations programme of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 23 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/25 (000025)
Date and place of the 3rd session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 23 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/26 (000026)
Provisional agenda for the 3rd session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 23 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/66/27 (000027)
Provisional agenda for the ad hoc meeting in November 1966: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 23 June 1966.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/1 (000028)
UNDP Special Fund Programme recommendations.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/2 (000029)
Administrative budget estimates for 1967: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 52nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/3 (000030)
Contributions: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 53rd meeting, 23 Jan. 1967.
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Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Revision of Financial Regulations

Adopted at the 52nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Audit reports

Adopted at the 52nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Harmonization of administrative and financial procedures

Adopted at the 53rd meeting, 23 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Technical Assistance Programme changes

Adopted at the 55th meeting, 24 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation and United Nations participation in the Development Programme

Adopted at the 55th meeting, 24 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Organization and methods of work of the United Nations Development Programme

Adopted at the 55th meeting, 24 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

The question of recruitment

Adopted at the 55th meeting, 24 Jan. 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development recommendation A.IV.8

Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Action taken by organs of the United Nations and related agencies in 1966 on matters relating to the United Nations Development Programme

Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Provisional agenda for the 4th session of the Governing Council

Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/67/14 (000041)
Date and place of the 4th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/15 (000042)
Assistance to Indonesia.
Adopted at the 65th meeting, 8 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/16 (000043)
New procedures for the planning, approval and implementation of projects of the Technical Assistance component of UNDP.
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/17 (000044)
Operational activities of UNDP in 1966.
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/18 (000045)
Execution of UNDP projects by participating and executing agencies.
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/19 (000046)
Perspectives for activities of the Programme in coming years: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/20 (000047)
Country targets: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/21 (000048)
1969 UNDP programmes.
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/22 (000049)
Financial position of UNDP as at 31 December 1966.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/23 (000050)
Future arrangements for preliminary operations financed from the Revolving Fund: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
UNDP GOVERNING COUNCIL DECISIONS
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DP/DEC/67/24 (000051)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/25 (000052)
Approval of preliminary operations: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/26 (000053)
Contingency reserve: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/27 (000054)
Progress report on the study of future needs for pre-investment activity and ways of maintaining the activities of UNDP at least at their present level, and of increasing its financial resources.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/28 (000055)
Cash advance to Unesco.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/29 (000056)
United Nations programmes of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 80th meeting, 19 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/30 (000057)
Regular programmes of technical assistance in 1966 of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
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Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/31 (000058)
Date and place of the 5th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/32 (000059)
Provisional agenda for the 5th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/67/33 (000060)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 81st meeting, 20 June 1967.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/68/1  (000061)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 87th meeting, 11 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/2  (000062)
Programme recommendations : preliminary operations : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 88th meeting, 11 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/3  (000063)
Adopted at the 88th meeting, 11 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/4  (000064)
Technical Assistance component of UNDP : estimates and distribution of resources, including country and regional targets.
Adopted at the 89th meeting, 12 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/5  (000065)
Investment follow-up : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 94th meeting, 16 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/6  (000066)
Project criteria : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 94th meeting, 16 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/7  (000067)
Pilot and demonstration projects. Adopted at the 95th meeting, 17 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/8  (000068)
Operational assistance under the technical assistance component of UNDP. Adopted at the 95th meeting, 17 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/9  (000069)
Future needs and priorities : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 96th meeting, 18 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/10  (000070)
Budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services for 1968 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 99th meeting, 19 Jan. 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Criteria for determining eligibility for UNDP assistance and financing of projects.
Adopted at the 100th meeting, 22 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Question of financing of technical advisers to be appointed in some offices of resident representatives.
Adopted at the 100th meeting, 22 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 100th meeting, 22 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Date and place of the 6th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 101st meeting, 22 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Experimental project for the pre-service training of international experts in educational planning.
Adopted at the 102nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Status and emoluments of Assistant Administrators at UNDP.
Adopted at the 102nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Status and emoluments of the senior ranks in UNDP.
Adopted at the 102nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Execution of UNDP projects: recruitment.
Adopted at the 104th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Execution of UNDP projects: award of subcontracts and major equipment purchases.
Adopted at the 104th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Administrative and financial matters: contributions: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 105th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/68/21  
Status of the Revolving Fund: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 105th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/22  
Audit reports: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 105th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/23  
Special Industrial Services Trust Fund.  
Adopted at the 105th meeting, 24 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/24  
United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation.  
Adopted at the 106th meeting, 25 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/25  
Adopted at the 106th meeting, 25 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/26  
Provisional agenda for the 6th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 106th meeting, 25 Jan. 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/27  
UNDP Special Fund Programme.  
Adopted at the 111th meeting, 13 June 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/28  
Programme recommendations of the Administrator: preliminary operations: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 112th meeting, 13 June 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/29  
Regional and interregional project recommendations of the Administrator: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 113th meeting, 13 June 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/30  
Category I programme for 1967-1968 biennium in Indonesia: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 113th meeting, 13 June 1968.  
Language versions: E, F, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/68/31 (000091)
Adopted at the 120th meeting, 19 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/32 (000092)
Implementation of new Technical Assistance programming procedures: local operating costs: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 121st meeting, 19 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/33 (000093)
Guidelines with regard to technical assistance regional programme.
Adopted at the 121st meeting, 19 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/34 (000094)
Progress report on the evaluation of UNDP.
Adopted at the 121st meeting, 19 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/35 (000095)
Promotion of follow-up investment.
Adopted at the 122nd meeting, 20 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/36 (000096)
Question of timing and periodicity of Governing Council sessions and possible arrangement for the timely distribution of UNDP documents in all working languages.
Adopted at the 124th meeting, 21 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/37 (000097)
Steps taken or envisaged to strengthen the UNDP Office in Geneva.
Adopted at the 124th meeting, 21 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/38 (000098)
Policies for future preliminary operations: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 124th meeting, 21 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/39 (000099)
Future needs for pre-investment activities in relation to the administrative capacity of the United Nations System to programme and implement such activities.
Adopted at the 125th meeting, 21 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/40 (000100)
Adopted at the 126th meeting, 24 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/68/41
Industrial development field advisers.
Adopted at the 126th meeting, 24 June 1968.
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Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/42
Administrative and financial matters:
Adopted at the 127th meeting, 24 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/43
General policy in regard to the 1969 estimates and administrative and programme support services budget for 1968:
Adopted at the 127th meeting, 24 June 1968.
- E/4545. - 1968. - p. 84. - (ESCOR, 45th sess., Suppl. no. 6A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/44
Information papers on the regular programmes of technical assistance in 1967 of the specialized agencies and IAEA:
Adopted at the 129th meeting, 25 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/45
Technical assistance activities of the United Nations:
Adopted at the 130th meeting, 26 June 1968.
- E/4545. - 1968. - p. 89. - (ESCOR, 45th sess., Suppl. no. 6A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/46
Data storage and retrieval:
Adopted at the 130th meeting, 26 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/47
Date and place of the 7th session of the Governing Council:
Adopted at the 130th meeting, 26 June 1968.
- E/4545. - 1968. - p. 95. - (ESCOR, 45th sess., Suppl. no. 6A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/48
Provisional agenda for the 7th session of the Governing Council:
Adopted at the 130th meeting, 26 June 1968.
- E/4545. - 1968. - p. 95-96. - (ESCOR, 45th sess., Suppl. no. 6A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/49
Outside financial support for special activities of the development support information service:
Adopted at the 131st meeting, 26 June 1968.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/68/50
Special session of the Governing Council:
Adopted at the 131st meeting, 26 June 1968.
- E/4545. - 1968. - p. 94. - (ESCOR, 45th sess., Suppl. no. 6A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/69/1 (000111)

UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 138th meeting, 10 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/2 (000112)

Preliminary operations: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 139th meeting, 13 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/3 (000113)

New arrangements proposed for regional and interregional projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 140th meeting, 13 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/4 (000114)

Revised estimates of resources and earmarkings for 1969 and initial estimates of resources for 1970 and their distribution: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 140th meeting, 13 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/5 (000115)

Recommendations of the Administrator for regional and interregional projects and for additional projects to be financed from the Danish restricted account: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 140th meeting, 13 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/6 (000116)

Report by the Administrator on country programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 140th meeting, 13 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/7 (000117)

Budget estimates for the administrative and support services of UNDP for the year 1969.
Adopted at the 142nd meeting, 14 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/8 (000118)

Report on technical field advisers.
Adopted at the 142nd meeting, 14 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/9 (000119)

Financial report on the Revolving Fund: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 143rd meeting, 15 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/10 (000120)

Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 142nd meeting, 14 Jan. 1969.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/69/11 (000121)
Contributions: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 143rd meeting, 15 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/12 (000122)
Financial Regulations and Rules: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 143rd meeting, 15 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/13 (000123)
Effect of revised scale for Professional staff: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 143rd meeting, 15 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/14 (000124)
Local costs of special industrial service projects.
Adopted at the 145th meeting, 16 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/15 (000125)
United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 146th meeting, 17 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/16 (000126)
Action taken in 1968 by organs of the United Nations and related agencies on matters relating to UNDP.
Adopted at the 146th meeting, 17 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/17 (000127)
Common premises for the United Nations organizations in India.
Adopted at the 146th meeting, 17 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/18 (000128)
Cash advance to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
Adopted at the 146th meeting, 17 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/19 (000129)
Progress report on the Capacity Study: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/20 (000130)
Question of data storage and retrieval.
Adopted at the 149th meeting, 21 Jan. 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/69/21 (000131)
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 21 Jan.
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 7th session, 9-23 January
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/22 (000132)
Date and place of the 8th session of the
Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 21 Jan.
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 7th session, 9-23 January
1969. - E/4609. - 1969. - p. 66. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/23 (000133)
Provisional agenda for the 8th session of the
Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 21 Jan.
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 7th session, 9-23 January
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/24 (000134)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 18 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/25 (000135)
Preliminary operations : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 18 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
1969. - E/4706. - 1969. - p. 20. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/26 (000136)
Financial position of UNDP and report on
the Revolving Fund.
Adopted at the 150th meeting, 19 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
1969. - E/4706. - 1969. - p. 60. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/27 (000137)
UNDP Technical Assistance Programme.
Adopted at the 160th meeting, 20 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/28 (000138)
Recommendations of the Administrator for
regional and interregional project : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 160th meeting, 20 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
1969. - E/4706. - 1969. - p. 27. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/29 (000139)
Progress report on the Capacity Study
: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 164th meeting, 24 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
1969. - E/4706. - 1969. - p. 56. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/30 (000140)
Proposals concerning the Revolving Fund
: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 165th meeting, 25 June
1969.
In: United Nations Development
Programme : report of the Governing
Council, 8th session, 16 June-2 July
1969. - E/4706. - 1969. - p. 64. -
(ESCOR, 47th sess.).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/69/31 (000141)
General policy with regard to the 1970 budget estimates: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 167th meeting, 26 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/32 (000142)
Timetable for the presentation of annual budget estimates: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 167th meeting, 26 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/33 (000143)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/34 (000144)
Adopted at the 169th meeting, 27 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/35 (000145)
Information papers on the regular programmes of technical assistance in 1968 of the specialized agencies and IAEA.
Adopted at the 170th meeting, 27 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/36 (000146)
Technical assistance activities of the United Nations.
Adopted at the 171st meeting, 30 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/37 (000147)
Common premises for the United Nations organizations in India.
Adopted at the 171st meeting, 30 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/38 (000148)
Date and place of the 9th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 171st meeting, 30 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/69/39 (000149)
Provisional agenda for the 9th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 171st meeting, 30 June 1969.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/1 (000150)
UNDP Technical Assistance Programme.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/70/2 (000151)
Report on the operations of the Revolving Fund: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/3 (000152)
Revision of the Financial Rules: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/4 (000153)
Contributions: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/5 (000154)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/6 (000155)
Overhead costs.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/7 (000156)
Centralized UNDP trust fund for the Libyan Arab Republic.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/8 (000157)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/9 (000158)
Resources and earmarkings: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 182nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/10 (000159)
Budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services of UNDP for the year 1970.
Adopted at the 182nd meeting, 23 Jan. 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/11 (000160)
United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 183rd meeting, 26 Jan. 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/12 (000161)
Report of the Commissioner for the Capacity Study: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 184th meeting, 26 Jan. 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/70/13 (000162)
Adopted at the 184th meeting, 26 Jan. 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/14 (000163)
Information paper on action taken in 1969 by organs of the United Nations and related agencies on matters relating to UNDP.
Adopted at the 184th meeting, 26 Jan. 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/15 (000164)
Report of the special rapporteurs appointed to review technical co-operation activities in social development.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/16 (000165)
Date and place of the 10th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/17 (000166)
Provisional agenda for the 10th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/18 (000167)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/19 (000168)
Pre-project activities: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 210th meeting, 10 June 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/20 (000169)
UNDP Technical Assistance Programme: regional and interregional projects.
Adopted at the 210th meeting, 10 June 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/21 (000170)
Adopted at the 210th meeting, 10 June 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/22 (000171)
Adjustment of targets under the Technical Assistance component for 1970: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 210th meeting, 10 June 1970.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/70/23 (000172)
Resources and earmarkings: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 211th meeting, 11 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/24 (000173)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 223rd meeting, 22 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/25 (000174)
Adopted at the 224th meeting, 22 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/26 (000175)
Office accommodations for UNDP headquarters.
Adopted at the 226th meeting, 23 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/27 (000176)
Feasibility of creating an international corps of volunteers for development.
Adopted at the 228th meeting, 24 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/28 (000177)
Reports of the Joint Inspection Unit.
Adopted at the 228th meeting, 24 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/29 (000178)
Centralized UNDP trust fund for the Libyan Arab Republic.
Adopted at the 229th meeting, 25 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/30 (000179)
Establishment of an emergency fund for disasters by the Members of the United Nations.
Adopted at the 234th meeting, 27 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/31 (000180)
Assistance from UNDP in connection with the natural disaster in Peru.
Adopted at the 234th meeting, 27 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/32 (000181)
Date and place of the 11th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 238th meeting, 30 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/70/33 (000182)
Provisional agenda for the 11th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 238th meeting, 30 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/70/34 (000183)
The capacity of the United Nations development system.
Adopted at the 239th meeting, 30 June 1970.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/1 (000184)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/2 (000185)
UNDP Technical Assistance Programme.
Adopted at the 246th meeting, 18 Jan. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/3 (000186)
Capacity of the United Nations development system: management information services.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/4 (000187)
Capacity of the United Nations development system: personnel for development assistance.
- E/4954. - 1971. - p. 34. - (ESCOR, 51st sess., Suppl. no. 6).
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/5 (000188)
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/6 (000189)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 258th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
- E/4954. - 1971. - p. 44. - (ESCOR, 51st sess., Suppl. no. 6).
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/7 (000190)
United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 258th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/8 (000191)
Contributions: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
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DP/DEC/71/9
Resources and programme costs for 1971:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/10
Local cost assessments:[UNDP].
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/11
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/12
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/13
Action taken in 1970 by organs of the
United Nations and related agencies.
Adopted at the 259th meeting, 26 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/71/14
Future organization, methods and general
procedures of UNDP.
Adopted at the 262nd meeting, 28 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/15
Capacity of the United Nations development system:
voluntary contributions.
Adopted at the 263rd meeting, 28 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/16
Capacity of the United Nations development system:
financial matters.
Adopted at the 265th meeting, 29 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/17
Budget estimates for the administrative and support services of the UNDP for the
year 1971.
Adopted at the 265th meeting, 29 Jan. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/18
Establishment of the Advisory Panel on
Programme Policy: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 266th meeting, 1 Feb. 1971.
In: United Nations Development Programme:
report of the Governing Council, 11th session, 14 January-2
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/71/19 (000202)
Office accommodations for UNDP headquarters.
Adopted at the 266th meeting, 1 Feb. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/20 (000203)
Development support information service: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 266th meeting, 1 Feb. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/21 (000204)
Date and place of the 12th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 266th meeting, 1 Feb. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/22 (000205)
Provisional agenda for the 12th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 266th meeting, 1 Feb. 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/23 (000206)
UNDP Special Fund Programme.
Adopted at the 273rd meeting, 9 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/24 (000207)
UNDP Technical Assistance Programme.
Adopted at the 273rd meeting, 9 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/25 (000208)
Provision for the restoration of the title, resident representative: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 275th meeting, 10 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/26 (000209)
Progress report on the preparation of country programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 277th meeting, 11 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/27 (000210)
Approval of projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 277th meeting, 11 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/28 (000211)
Review of criteria to be followed in calculating indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 279th meeting, 14 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/71/29 (000212) Review of the IACB basic functions, methods of work and relations with the Governing Council in the light of the new system of country programming: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 280th meeting, 15 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/30 (000213) Personnel for development assistance.
Adopted at the 282nd meeting, 16 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/31 (000214) Draft omnibus statute for the Programme: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 285th meeting, 17 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/32 (000215) Accounting systems: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 285th meeting, 17 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/33 (000216) Review of the existing arrangements for the assignment of senior agricultural advisers/FAO country representatives in selected UNDP field offices.
Adopted at the 285th meeting, 17 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/34 (000217) Role of UNDP in promoting follow-up investments.
Adopted at the 286th meeting, 18 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 287th meeting, 18 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/37 (000220) Size and composition of the operational reserve: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/38 (000221) Arrangements for the custodianship of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/71/39  
Agency overhead costs.  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/40  
Resources and programme costs for 1971: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/41  
Possibility of establishing machinery to enable the Council to undertake a more detailed examination of the Administrator's proposal on such subjects as the budget, financial and related matters: [UNDP, Governing Council].  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/42  
Question of timing of presentation to the Council of annual budget estimates for administrative and programme support services: [UNDP, Governing Council].  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/43  
Reports of the Joint Inspection Unit.  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/44  
United Nations Volunteers.  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/45  
Information papers on the regular programmes of technical assistance in 1970 of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency.  
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/46  
United Nations technical co-operation activities.  
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/47  
Special natural resources advisory services.  
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/48  
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.  
Language versions: E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/71/49
Development support information service: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/50
Administrative and programme support services of UNDP.
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/51
Date and place of the 13th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/52
Provisional agenda for the 13th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 289th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/53
Establishment and functioning of the Advisory Panel on Programme Policy: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 290th meeting, 23 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/71/54
Reductions in the budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services of UNDP for the year 1971.
Adopted at the 288th meeting, 21 June 1971.
Language versions: E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/1
UNDP programme recommendations of the Administrator for countries which have not yet submitted country programmes: projects of the former Special Fund type.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/2
UNDP programme recommendations of the Administrator for countries which have not yet submitted country programmes: projects of the former Technical Assistance type.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/3
Approval of country programmes: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/4
Question of the approval of country projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/72/5 (000242)
Indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 302nd meeting, 24 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/6 (000243)
United Nations regular programme of technical co-operation.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/7 (000244)
Adopted at the 306th meeting, 26 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/8 (000245)
Co-operation between the Organization of African Unity and UNDP.
Adopted at the 306th meeting, 26 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/9 (000246)
Waiver of local cost assessments for 1972: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/10 (000247)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/11 (000248)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/12 (000249)
Special advisory services in the field of natural resources and other fields.
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/13 (000250)
Draft omnibus statute: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/14 (000251)
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/72/15 (000252)
Special measures in favour of least developed countries.
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/20 (000257)
Arrangements for custodianship of UNDP funds.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/16 (000253)
Assistance in the establishment of inter-institutional links in science and technology.
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/17 (000254)
Report of the Administrator on the 12th session of the Inter-agency Consultative Board (IACB): [UNDP].
Adopted at the 308th meeting, 27 Jan. 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/18 (000255)
Country and intercountry programming : [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/19 (000256)
Estimates of resources and programme costs for 1973-1977 : [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/21 (000258)
UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/22 (000259)
Budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services of UNDP for the year 1972.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/23 (000260)
Sectoral support to resident representatives : [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/24 (000261)
Participation of UNDP in the United Nations staff college.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.


DP/DEC/72/35 (000272)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 319th meeting, 9 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/36 (000273)
Information papers on the regular programmes of technical assistance in 1971 of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Adopted at the 319th meeting, 9 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/37 (000274)
Further assessment of experience in country programming: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 326th meeting, 14 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/38 (000275)
Review of the organization of UNDP and its methods and general procedures.
Adopted at the 326th meeting, 14 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/39 (000276)
Personnel for development assistance.
Adopted at the 328th meeting, 15 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/40 (000277)
The activities of UNDP in 1971.
Adopted at the 329th meeting, 16 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/41 (000278)
Role of UNDP in promoting investment follow-up.
Adopted at the 329th meeting, 16 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/42 (000279)
Communication services to support projects and programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 330th meeting, 16 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/43 (000280)
Report of the Administrator on the 13th session of the Interagency Consultative Board: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 330th meeting, 16 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/44 (000281)
Indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 333rd meeting, 20 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
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DP/DEC/72/45 (000282)
Special measures in favour of the least developed countries.
Adopted at the 335th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/46 (000283)
Role of UNDP in promoting industrial development.
Adopted at the 335th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/47 (000284)
Audit reports for the year ended 31 December 1970 relating to expenditures by participating and executing agencies of funds allocated from UNDP.
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/48 (000285)
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/49 (000286)
Size and composition of the operational reserve: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/50 (000287)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/51 (000288)
Revised estimates of resources and programme costs for 1972 and estimates of resources and programme costs for 1973-1977: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/52 (000289)
Waiver of assessed programme costs payable in local currency and retroactive waiver of assessed programme costs payable in local currency: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/53 (000290)
Budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services of UNDP for the year 1973.
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/54 (000291)
Anticipated savings in the budget for the administrative and programme support services of UNDP for the year 1972.
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/72/55 (000292)
Sectoral support to resident representatives: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/56 (000293)
Adopted at the 336th meeting, 21 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/57 (000294)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 337th meeting, 22 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/58 (000295)
Adopted at the 337th meeting, 22 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/59 (000296)
Review of criteria to be followed in calculating indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 338th meeting, 22 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/60 (000297)
Date and place of the 15th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 339th meeting, 23 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/72/61 (000298)
Provisional agenda of the 15th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 339th meeting, 23 June 1972.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/1 (000299)
Draft omnibus statute: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/2 (000300)
Project recommendations of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/3 (000301)
Action taken by the Administrator concerning projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/73/4 (000302)
Review of regional and interregional projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/5 (000303)
Arrangements for broadening the experience of young specialists from developing countries in other countries in the field of natural resources exploration and development.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/6 (000304)
Further assessment of experience in country programming: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/7 (000305)
Country programmes: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/8 (000306)
Special measures in favour of the least developed countries.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/9 (000307)
Measures to strengthen the executing agencies of UNDP.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/10 (000308)
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/11 (000309)
Working Group on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/12 (000310)
Further review of criteria to be followed in calculating indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/13 (000311)
Revised estimates of resources and programme costs for 1973 and for the period 1972-1976: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/73/24 (000322)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/25 (000323)
Housing for development personnel.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/26 (000324)
Date and place of the 16th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/27 (000325)
Provisional agenda for the 16th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/28 (000326)
Country programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 373rd meeting, 12 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/29 (000327)
Extension of the authority of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 373rd meeting, 12 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/30 (000328)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 374th meeting, 12 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/31 (000329)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/32 (000330)
Information papers on the regular programmes of technical assistance in 1972 of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Adopted at the 384th meeting, 19 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/33 (000331)
Adopted at the 387th meeting, 21 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/73/34  (000332)
Participation of the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in the Inter-agency Consultative Board (IACB) of UNDP.
Adopted at the 387th meeting, 21 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/35  (000333)
Adopted at the 389th and 390th meetings, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.

DP/DEC/73/36  (000334)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/37  (000335)
Assessed programme costs payable in local currency: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/38  (000336)
United Nations staff college.
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/39  (000337)
Headquarters premises of UNDP.
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/40  (000338)
Budget estimates for the year 1974: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/41  (000339)
Composition of UNDP headquarters and field offices.
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/42  (000340)
Assistance to Sahelian populations afflicted by hunger and other calamities due to prolonged drought.
Adopted at the 389th meeting, 22 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/43  (000341)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/73/44 (000342)
Provisional agenda for the 17th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/45 (000343)
Review of criteria to be followed in calculating indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 392nd meeting, 26 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/46 (000344)
Indicative planning figures for intercountry programmes, 1977-1981: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 393rd meeting, 27 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/47 (000345)
Date and place of the 17th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 394th meeting, 29 June 1973.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/73/48 (000346)
Items to be included on the provisional agenda for the 18th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/1 (000347)
Country programmes: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/2 (000348)
Actions taken by the Administrator concerning projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 400th meeting, 16 Jan. 1974.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/3 (000349)
Special measures for least developed countries.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/4 (000350)
Review of criteria to be followed in calculating indicative planning figures: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/5 (000351)
Date and place of the 18th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/74/6 (000352)
Sectoral support for resident representatives: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/7 (000353)
Assistance to colonial countries and peoples.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/8 (000354)
Assistance to the drought-stricken area of Ethiopia.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/9 (000355)
Drought-stricken area of Africa and adjacent areas.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/10 (000356)
Estimates of resources and programme costs: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/11 (000357)
Agency overhead costs.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/12 (000358)
Supplementary budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services for the year 1974: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/13 (000359)
Supplementary budget estimates for the Working Group on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries for the year 1974.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/14 (000360)
General outline of budget estimates for the year 1975: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/15 (000361)
Long-range organizational and procedural improvements in respect of the Regional Bureau for Africa.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/74/16  (000362)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/17  (000363)
Draft omnibus statute: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/18  (000364)
Provisional agenda for the 18th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/19  (000365)
Country programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 421st meeting, 6 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/20  (000366)
Assistance to the drought-stricken areas of Ethiopia.
Adopted at the 430th meeting, 13 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/21  (000367)
Assistance to the drought-stricken Sudano-Saharan countries.
Adopted at the 430th meeting, 13 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/22  (000368)
Management of programme expenditures in relation to IPFs: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 433rd meeting, 15 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/23  (000369)
Criteria and illustrative calculations of regional indicative planning figures, 1977-1981: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 433rd meeting, 15 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/24  (000370)
Annual report of the Administrator for 1973: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 437th meeting, 18 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/25  (000371)
UNDP and the International Development Strategy.
Adopted at the 437th meeting, 18 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/74/26 (000372)
Assistance to colonial countries and peoples.
Adopted at the 438th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 35. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/27 (000373)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 438th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 78. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/28 (000374)
UNDP and the new international economic order.
Adopted at the 439th meeting, 19 July 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 28-29. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/29 (000375)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 439th and 440th meetings, 19 and 20 June 1974 respectively.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 73-75. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/30 (000376)
Information on the activities of the United Nations organizations under the regular programmes of technical assistance during 1973.
Adopted at the 439th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 84. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/31 (000377)
Adopted at the 439th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 88. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/32 (000378)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 439th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 91-92. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/33 (000379)
Budget estimates for the year 1975.
Adopted at the 439th meeting, 19 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 97-98. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/34 (000380)
Adopted at the 440th meeting, 20 June 1974.
- E/5543/Rev.1. - 1974. - p. 52-53. -
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/35 (000381)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 440th meeting, 20 June 1974.
(ESCOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/74/36
Adopted at the 440th meeting, 2 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/37
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 440th meeting, 20 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/38
Participation of the regional economic commissions in the planning and implementation of UNDP and UNFPA assistance projects.
Adopted at the 441st meeting, 20 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/39
Provisional agenda for the 19th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 441st meeting, 20 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/74/40
Date and place of the 19th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 442nd meeting, 24 June 1974.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/1
Approval of country programmes : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 446th meeting, 16 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/2
Approval of country and intercountry projects : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 446th meeting, 16 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/3
Increased delegation of authority to resident representatives for project approval : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 446th meeting, 16 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/4
Action by UNDP in response to General Assembly resolution 3202 (S-VI) and the establishment of a new international economic order.
Adopted at the 454th meeting, 22 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/5
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 454th meeting, 22 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/75/6 (000392)
Standard Agreement with Governments
Adopted at the 455th meeting, 23 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/7 (000393)
Emergency assistance to Somalia.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/8 (000394)
Action taken in favour of colonial countries and peoples.
Adopted at the 460th meeting, 27 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/9 (000395)
Programme resources and costs outlook for 1977-1981 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 462nd meeting, 28 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/10 (000396)
The integration of women in development.
Adopted at the 462nd meeting, 28 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/11 (000397)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 462nd meeting, 28 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/12 (000398)
Draft omnibus statute : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 462nd meeting, 28 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/13 (000399)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 463rd meeting, 29 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/14 (000400)
The drought-stricken area of Africa and adjacent areas.
Adopted at the 463rd meeting, 29 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/15 (000401)
Emergency assistance to Pakistan.
Adopted at the 463rd meeting, 29 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/75/16  (000402)
Adopted at the 463rd meeting, 29 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/17  (000403)
Project implementation : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/18  (000404)
Administrative budget of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/19  (000405)
Estimates of resources and programme costs and related proposals by the Administrator, and audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/20  (000406)
UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/21  (000407)
Custodianship of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/22  (000408)
Supplementary budget estimates for 1974 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/23  (000409)
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/24  (000410)
Date and place of the 20th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/25  (000411)
Provisional agenda for the 20th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 464th meeting, 30 Jan. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/75/26 (000412)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 465th meeting, 3 Feb. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/27 (000413)
Revised budget estimates for 1975: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 465th meeting, 3 Feb. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/28 (000414)
Feasibility of introducing a biennial budget cycle and general outline of the budget estimates for 1976: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 465th meeting, 3 Feb. 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/29 (000415)
Annual report of the Administrator for 1974: experience in country programming; decentralization of UNDP activities; integration of women in development.
Adopted at the 475th meeting, 17 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/30 (000416)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 475th meeting, 17 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/31 (000417)
Centralized procurement of equipment and project implementation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 477th meeting, 18 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/32 (000418)
Approval of country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 479th meeting, 19 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/33 (000419)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 482nd meeting, 23 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/34 (000420)
New dimensions in technical co-operation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 487th meeting, 25 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/35 (000421)
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: C, E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/75/36  (000422)
Budget estimates for administrative and programme support services for 1976:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/37  (000423)
Custodianship of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/38  (000424)
Financial implications of regional meetings and the symposium on technical co-operation among developing countries. Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/39  (000425)
Excess overhead costs drawn by executing agencies.
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/40  (000426)
Assistance to colonial countries and peoples.
Adopted at the 490th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/41  (000427)
Report on the drought-stricken areas of Africa and adjacent areas.
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/42  (000428)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration: operational procedures and administrative arrangements.
Adopted at the 490th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/43  (000429)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 490th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/44  (000430)
Information on the regular programmes of technical assistance of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1974.
Adopted at the 490th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/45  (000431)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 491st meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/75/46 (000432)

Standard Agreement with Governments: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 491st meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/47 (000433)

Date and place of the 21st session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 491st meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/48 (000434)

Provisional agenda for the 21st session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 491st meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/49 (000435)

Programme resources and costs outlook for 1977-1981: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 492nd meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/50 (000436)

United Nations Fund for Population Activities: 1976 budget estimates; audit reports and accounts: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 489th meeting, 26 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/75/51 (000437)

Draft statute for the Programme: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 491st meeting, 27 June 1975.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/1 (000438)

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/2 (000439)

United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 502nd meeting, 21 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/3 (000440)

Assistance to drought-stricken areas of Africa and adjacent areas.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/4 (000441)

Country and intercountry programming and projects: global projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/76/5
Assistance to colonial countries and peoples.
Adopted at the 512th meeting, 28 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/6
Country programmes : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 512th meeting, 28 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/7
Adopted at the 512th meeting, 28 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/8
Financial resources and related programme matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/9
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/10
Provisional agenda for the 22nd session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/11
Draft statute for the Programme and the Standard Basic Agreement with Governments : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/12
Organization of work of the 22nd session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30th Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/13
Date and place of the 22nd session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 513th meeting, 30 Jan. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/14
Programme resources and indicative planning figures for 1977-1981 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 514th meeting, 3 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/76/15 (000452)
Authority of the Administrator to approve projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 514th meeting, 3 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/16 (000453)
Procedures for approving country programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 514th meeting, 3 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/17 (000454)
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/18 (000455)
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/19 (000456)
ITU request for special overhead reimbursement.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/20 (000457)
UNDP supplementary budget estimates for the year 1975.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/21 (000458)
1976 budgetary requirements, including the reduction of posts and postponement of reclassifications: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/22 (000459)
General outline of budget estimates for 1977: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/23 (000460)
Use of United Nations Volunteers Special Voluntary Fund.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/24 (000461)
Cost measurement system: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/76/25 (000462)
Short-term consultants.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/26 (000463)
Audit reports : UNDP and UNFPA.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/27 (000464)
Revision of UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/28 (000465)
Cost sharing : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 515th meeting, 4 Feb. 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/29 (000466)
Approval of travel expenses and subsistence costs for the representatives of African liberation movements.
Adopted at the 517th meeting, 15 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/30 (000467)
Country programmes : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 531st meeting, 24 June 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/31 (000468)
Country and intercountry programming and projects : global projects : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 531st meeting, 24 June 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/32 (000469)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 533rd meeting, 25 June 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/33 (000470)
Assistance to colonial countries and peoples and to newly independent countries.
Adopted at the 533rd meeting, 25 June 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/34 (000471)
Financial situation of UNDP and related programme matters : borrowing authority.
Adopted at the 536th meeting, 29 June 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/76/45  (000482)  
Cost sharing arrangements: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
- (ESCOR, 61st sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/46  (000483)  
Non-convertible currencies.
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
- (ESCOR, 61st sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/47  (000484)  
Report on the question of standard cost procedures.
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
- (ESCOR, 61st sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/48  (000485)  
Reduction of the 1976 budget estimates: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
- (ESCOR, 61st sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/49  (000486)  
Budget estimates for 1977: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
- (ESCOR, 61st sess., Suppl. no. 2A).
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/76/55 (000492)
Adopted at the 540th meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/56 (000493)
Implementation of new dimensions in technical co-operation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/57 (000494)
Government execution of projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/58 (000495)
Coherence of the United Nations development system.
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/59 (000496)
Evaluation of the field programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/60 (000497)
Provisional agenda for the 23rd session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/61 (000498)
Draft statute for the Programme and the Standard Basic Agreement with Governments: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/62 (000499)
Date and place of the 23rd session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 541st meeting, 2 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/63 (000500)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 543rd meeting, 5 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/76/64 (000501)
Preparations for the United Nations Conference on TCDC.
Adopted at the 543rd meeting, 5 July 1976.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/77/1 (000502)
Global, interregional and regional programmes: [UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/2 (000503)
Approval of country programmes and global project: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 560th meeting, 28 Jan. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/3 (000504)
Adopted at the 562nd meeting, 31st Jan. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/4 (000505)
Implementation of new dimensions in technical co-operation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 563rd meeting, 1 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/5 (000506)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 563rd meeting, 1 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/6 (000507)
Draft statute for the Programme and the Standard Basic Agreement with Governments: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 564th meeting, 3 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/7 (000508)
Arrangements for the evaluation of field programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/8 (000509)
Budget estimates for 1977: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/9 (000510)
General outline of the budget estimates for 1978: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/10 (000511)
Recruitment and use and prospects of reducing the cost of UNDP-financed experts.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/77/11 (000512)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/12 (000513)
Custodianship of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/13 (000514)
Interagency procurement services.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/14 (000515)
UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/15 (000516)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities: audit report.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/16 (000517)
Implementation of the recommendations in the report of the Working Group on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries on its 3rd session.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/17 (000518)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/18 (000519)
Preparations for the United Nations Conference on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries.
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/19 (000520)
Financial situation and related matters: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 566th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/20 (000521)
Periodicity of the sessions of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 565th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/77/21 (000522)

Date and place of the 24th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 566th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/22 (000523)

Provisional agenda for the 24th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 566th meeting, 4 Feb. 1977.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/23 (000524)

Assistance to drought-stricken countries in Africa and adjacent areas.
Adopted at the 580th meeting, 24 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/24 (000525)

United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 583rd meeting, 27 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/25 (000526)

United Nations Sahelian Office.
Adopted at the 584th meeting, 27 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/26 (000527)

Country and intercountry programming and projects: newly independent countries: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 584th meeting, 27 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/27 (000528)

Country programmes and global project: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 584th meeting, 27 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/28 (000529)

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 586th meeting, 28 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/29 (000530)

Adopted at the 586th meeting, 28 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/30 (000531)

Establishment of the Regional Bureau for Arab States.
Adopted at the 587th meeting, 28 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/77/31 (000532)
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/32 (000533)
Recruitment and use and prospect of reducing the cost of UNDP-financed experts.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/33 (000534)
Agency overhead costs.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/34 (000535)
Administrative budget for 1978: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/35 (000536)
Administrative budget for 1977: supplementary appropriations: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/36 (000537)
Custodianship of UNDP Funds.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/37 (000538)
Sectoral support: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/38 (000539)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities: budget estimates for the administrative and programme support services for the year 1978.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/39 (000540)
UNFPA: infrastructure support for population posts in the organization of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/40 (000541)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/77/41  (000542)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 589th meeting, 30 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/42  (000543)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 589th meeting, 30 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/43  (000544)
Periodicity of the sessions of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 589th meeting, 30 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/44  (000545)
Organizational provisions for the 25th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 589th meeting, 30 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/45  (000546)
Investment follow-up : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 589th meeting, 30 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/46  (000547)
Adopted at the 590th meeting, 1 July 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/47  (000548)
Role and activities of UNDP.
Adopted at the 590th meeting, 1 July 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/48  (000549)
Provisional agenda for the 25th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 591st meeting, 1 July 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/49  (000550)
Date and place of the 25th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 591st meeting, 1 July 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/77/50  (000551)
Interagency procurement services.
Adopted at the 588th meeting, 29 June 1977.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/78/1
Country and intercountry programming and projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/2
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/3
Annual report of the Administrator for 1977: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/1.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/4
Assistance to African liberation movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/2.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/5
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 607th meeting, 16 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/3.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/6
United Nations Decade for Transport and Communication in Africa.
Adopted at the 611th meeting, 21 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/4.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/7
Assistance to Benin.
Adopted at the 670th meeting, 16 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/5.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/8
Investment follow-up: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 667th meeting, 29 June 1978.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/78/9  (000560)

Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 621st meeting, 28 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/7.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/10  (000561)

Role and activities of UNDP.
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/8.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/11  (000562)

Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/9.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/12  (000563)

Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region and implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the region.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/10.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/13  (000564)

Assistance to the drought-stricken countries in Africa and adjacent areas.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/11.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/14  (000565)

United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 616th meeting, 23 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/12.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/15  (000566)

Adopted at the 616th meeting, 23 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/13.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/16  (000567)

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 617th meeting, 26 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/14.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/78/9
DP/DEC/78/10
DP/DEC/78/11
DP/DEC/78/12
DP/DEC/78/13
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 621st meeting, 28 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/7.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/14
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/8.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/15
Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/9.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/16
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region and implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the region.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/10.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/17
Assistance to the drought-stricken countries in Africa and adjacent areas.
Adopted at the 620th meeting, 27 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/11.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/18
Adopted at the 616th meeting, 23 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/12.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/19
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 617th meeting, 26 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/14.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/78/17 (000568)
United Nations Special Fund for Land-locked Developing Countries.
Adopted at the 621st meeting, 28 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/15.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/18 (000569)
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/16.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/19 (000570)
Cost sharing : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/17.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/20 (000571)
Development of the financial and programme information network : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/18.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/21 (000572)
UNDP administrative and programme support costs for 1979; establishment of a biennial budget; and further distinguishing between administrative and programme support costs.
Adopted at the 623rd and 625th meeting, 30 June and 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/19.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/22 (000573)
Recruitment and use and prospects of reducing the costs of UNDP-financed experts.
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/20.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/23 (000574)
Custody of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/21.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/78/24 (000575)
Progress report of the Intergovernmental Working Group on Support Costs.
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/22.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/23.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Adopted at the 623rd meeting, 30 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/24.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Sectoral support: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/25.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Report on the Consultative Group on Food Production and Investment.
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/26.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Request by the International Telecommunication Union for additional overhead reimbursement for 1977.
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/27.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Fisheries vessels pool.
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/28.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Interagency procurement services.
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/29.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Governing Council documentation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 625th meeting, 3 July 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/30.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 622nd meeting, 29 June 1978. - Decision originally numbered as 25/31.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
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<td>Adopted at the 629th meeting, 26 Jan. 1979.</td>
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<td>Language versions: E, F, S.</td>
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<td>DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
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<tr>
<td>United Nations Fund for Population Activities.</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Adopted at the 629th meeting, 26 Jan. 1979.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language versions: E, F, S.</td>
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<tr>
<td>DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr/DEC/79/4</td>
<td>(000591)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopted at the 629th meeting, 26 Jan. 1979.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language versions: E, F, S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr/DEC/79/5</td>
<td>(000592)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopted at the 629th meeting, 26 Jan. 1979.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language versions: E, F, S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr/DEC/79/6</td>
<td>(000593)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country and intercountry programming and projects: [UNDP].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopted at the 635th meeting, 8 June 1979.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language versions: E, F, S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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DP/DEC/79/17 (000604)
Disaster preparedness and prevention.
Adopted at the 658th meeting, 26 June 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/18 (000605)
Implementation of General Assembly resolution 33/147 on assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 658th meeting, 26 June 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/19 (000606)
Guidelines concerning the relationship between UNDP and external institutions.
Adopted at the 658th meeting, 26 June 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/20 (000607)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/21 (000608)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/22 (000609)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/23 (000610)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/24 (000611)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/25 (000612)
Assistance to African liberation movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity. Adopted at the 663rd meeting, 29 June 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/26 (000613)
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/79/27 (000614)
Decade for Transport and Communications in Africa.
Adopted at the 662nd meeting, 29 June 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/28 (000615)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 662nd and 664th meetings, 28 June and 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/29 (000616)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 663rd meeting, 29 June 1979.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/30 (000617)
Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/31 (000618)
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/32 (000619)
Assistance to the Governments of Jamaica and Yugoslavia in the implementation of rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/33 (000620)
Control and limitation of documentation : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/34 (000621)
Review of the 1978 financial situation and related matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/35 (000622)
Cost sharing arrangements : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/36 (000623)
Feasibility of distinguishing between administrative and programme support costs : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/79/37 (000624)
Custodianship of UNDP funds.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/38 (000625)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/39 (000626)
Support costs and related questions : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/40 (000627)
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/41 (000628)
UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/42 (000629)
Integrated Systems Improvement Project.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/43 (000630)
Loans to Governments for accommodation of field personnel.
Adopted at the 664th meeting, 2 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/44 (000631)
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/45 (000632)
Interagency procurement services (IAPSU).
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/46 (000633)
Supplementary budget estimates for 1979 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/79/47 (000634) Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/48 (000635) Recruitment and use and prospects of reducing the costs of UNDP-financed experts.
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/79/49 (000636) Date and provisional agenda of the 27th session: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 665th meeting, 10 July 1979.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/1 (000637) Limited borrowing from the 3rd cycle: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 673rd meeting, 14 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/2 (000638) Assistance to Nicaragua.
Adopted at the 674th meeting, 20 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/3 (000639) Assistance to Equatorial Guinea.
Adopted at the 673rd meeting, 14 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 673rd meeting, 14 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/5 (000641) United Nations Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development.
Adopted at the 673rd meeting, 14 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/6 (000642) Preparations for the 3rd programming cycle, 1982-1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 674th meeting, 20 Feb. 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/7 (000643) Third cycle country programming: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 693rd meeting, 13 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
NUMERICAL LISTING

DP/DEC/80/8 (000644)
Role of qualified national personnel in the social and economic development of developing countries.
Adopted at the 695th meeting, 17 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/9 (000645)
Third cycle intercountry programming : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 695th meeting, 17 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/10 (000646)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 695th meeting, 17 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/11 (000647)
Comprehensive report to the General Assembly on UNDP and the new international economic order.
Adopted at the 695th meeting, 17 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/12 (000648)
Assistance to Nicaragua.
Adopted at the 699th meeting, 20 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/13 (000649)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 701st and 707nd meetings, 23 and 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/14 (000650)
Relations between UNDP and external institutions.
Adopted at the 702nd meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/15 (000651)
Information on agency regular and extrabudgetary technical co-operation expenditures financed from sources other than UNDP.
Adopted at the 704th meeting, 25 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/16 (000652)
Programme implementation : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/17 (000653)
Assistance for the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Uganda.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/80/18  (000654)
Development assistance for food production and rural development.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/19  (000655)
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/20  (000656)
Reports of the Joint Inspection Unit.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/21  (000657)
United Nations Special Fund for Land-locked Developing Countries.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/22  (000658)
Evaluation: UNDP.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/23  (000659)
Pre-investment.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/24  (000660)
Assistance to national liberation movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/25  (000661)
International co-operative action in support of the Mar del Plata Action Plan.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/26  (000662)
Development co-operation procedures.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/27  (000663)
Interim arrangements for energy exploration and pre-investment surveys.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/28  (000664)
Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/80/29 (000665)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/30 (000666)
Preparations for the 3rd programming cycle, 1982-1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 705th meeting, 26 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/31 (000667)
UNDP assistance in response to natural disasters.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/32 (000668)
Sectoral support: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/33 (000669)
Feasibility of indexing the decisions of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/34 (000670)
Assistance to Fiji.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/35 (000671)
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/36 (000672)
Assistance to drought-stricken countries in Africa.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/37 (000673)
Concept of interim year administrative budget reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/38 (000674)
UNDP Financial Regulations.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/80/39 (000675)
Audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/40 (000676)
United Nations Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/41 (000677)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/42 (000678)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/43 (000679)
Report of the Administrator for 1979 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/44 (000680)
Agency support costs.
Adopted at the 706th meeting, 27 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/45 (000681)
Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region.
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/46 (000682)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/47 (000683)
Future financing of the Programme : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/48 (000684)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1979 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/80/49 (000685)
Supplementary budget estimates for 1979
: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/50 (000686)
Operational reserve : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/51 (000687)
Review of the Integrated Systems Improvement Project.
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/52 (000688)
Headquarters staffing review : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/53 (000689)
Interagency Procurement Services Unit.
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/54 (000690)
Support costs and related matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/80/55 (000691)
Provisional agenda for the 28th session and organization of future sessions of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 707th meeting, 30 June 1980.
Language versions: E, F, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/1 (000692)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 722nd meeting, 18 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/2 (000693)
Adopted at the 724th meeting, 19 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/3 (000694)
United Nations Special Fund for Landlocked Developing Countries.
Adopted at the 724th meeting, 19 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.


DP/DEC/81/14 (000705)
Report of the Administrator for 1980:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/15 (000706)
Revised country programming procedures:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/16 (000707)
Preparation for the 3rd programming cycle, 1982-1986:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/17 (000708)
Assistance to the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Uganda.
Adopted at the 729th meeting, 24 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/18 (000709)
Assistance to Lebanon.
Adopted at the 733rd meeting, 26 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/19 (000710)
Implementation of decisions adopted by the Governing Council at its 27th session:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/20 (000711)
Improvement of the methods and procedures for the recruitment of professional staff and consultants.
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/21 (000712)
Government execution and management; project design, monitoring and evaluation; and UNDP-financed experts.
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/22 (000713)
Pre-investment activities.
Adopted at the 734th meeting, 27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/23 (000714)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 729th-734th meetings, 24 June-27 June 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/81/45 (000736)
Date and provisional agenda for the 29th session of the Governing Council:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 736th meeting, 1 July 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/81/46 (000737)
Matters for inclusion in agenda of the Budgetary and Finance Committee and the 29th session of the Governing Council:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 737th meeting, 1 July 1981.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/1 (000738)
Programme of work of the Governing Council in 1982:
[UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/2 (000739)
Observer status for the Gulf Arab Programme for United Nations Development Organizations.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/3 (000740)
Inclusion of Arabic among the official languages of the Governing Council:
[UNDP].
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/4 (000741)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects and other development co-operation matters:
[UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/5 (000742)
Policy review: the future role of UNDP, its structure and new and specific ways and means of mobilizing increased resources on an increasingly predictable, continuous and assured basis.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: E.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/82/6  (000744)
Annual report of the Administrator for 1981: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: E.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/7  (000745)
Recruitment of project professional staff and consultants.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/8  (000746)
Government execution: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/9  (000747)
Pre-investment activities.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/10  (000748)
UNDP Development Study Programme.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/11  (000749)
United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/12  (000750)
Integration of women in development.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/13  (000751)
Assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/82/14 (000752)
Implementation of UNDP assistance to Uganda.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/15 (000753)
Evaluation programme: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/16 (000754)
Assistance to Lebanon.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/17 (000755)
Illustrative Indicative Planning figures and Special Programme Resources: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/18 (000756)
Increased host Government contributions for UNDP field offices.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/19 (000757)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/20 (000758)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/21 (000759)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/82/22 (000760)
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/23 (000761)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/24 (000762)
Technical co-operation among developing countries.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/25 (000763)
Action taken in respect of programmes in energy development.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/26 (000764)
Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/27 (000765)
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/28 (000766)
UNSO-UNDP/UNEP joint venture (institutional support).
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/29 (000767)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1981: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/82/30 (000768)
Housing and office accommodation for field personnel.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/31 (000769)
Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1982-1983: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/32 (000770)
Authority of the Administrator to reinstate posts: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/33 (000771)
Reimbursement for services provided by UNDP field offices to executing agencies. Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/34 (000772)
UNDP Financial Regulations.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/35 (000773)
Matter for inclusion in the agenda of the Budgetary and Finance Committee at the 30th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/36 (000774)
Agency support costs.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/37 (000775)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1982, the special meeting for the consideration of country and intercountry programmes and projects and the 29th session.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/82/38
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/39
Fisheries vessels pool.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/40
Relations between UNDP and external institutions.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/41
Provisional agenda for and matters related to the 30th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/42
Arrangements for meetings of the Governing Council for the remainder of 1982 and in 1983 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/82/43
Other reports considered by the Governing Council at the 29th session : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 18 June 1982.
Language versions: C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/1
Programme and organization of work of the Governing Council in 1983 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 1st meeting, 14 Feb. 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/2
Country and intercountry programmes and other development co-operation matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 9th meeting, 18 Feb. 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(OI)/R3.
DP/DEC/83/3 (000784)
Assistance to Yemen. Adopted at the 9th meeting, 18 Feb. 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/7 (000788)
Recruitment and reduction of the cost of project Professional personnel. Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/4 (000785)
Adoption of the agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 30th session: [UNDP]. Adopted at the 10th meeting, 6 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/5 (000786)
Measures to mobilize increased resources for the United Nations Development Programme on an increasingly predictable, continuous and assured basis. Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/6 (000787)
Annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP]. Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/8 (000789)
Pre-investment activities: evaluation of special training. Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/9 (000790)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/10 (000791)
Special programmes of assistance: Namibia. Adopted at the 29th and 39th meetings, 18 and 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/83/11 (000792)
Assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/12 (000793)
Evaluation programme: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/13 (000794)
Illustrative indicative planning figures for certain countries: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 24th meeting, 15 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/14 (000795)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 26th meeting, 16 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/15 (000796)
Use of Special Programme Resources: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/16 (000797)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/17 (000798)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/18 (000799)
United Nations Volunteers.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 23 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
Other assistance to drought-stricken countries in Africa.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

United Nations Special Fund for Land-locked Developing Countries.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

Annual review of the financial situation, 1982 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1982-1983 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

Budget estimates for the biennium 1984-1985 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DP/DEC/83/35 (000816)
Matters on which consensus was not
achieved at the 30th session : [UNDP,
Governing Council].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/36 (000817)
Support cost reimbursement arrangements
for activities financed from resources of
the United Nations Capital Development
Fund and the United Nations
Sudano-Sahelian Office and for projects
executed directly by the United Nations
Development Programme.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 86-87. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/37 (000818)
Ex post facto reporting on agency support
costs.
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/38 (000819)
Audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 87-88. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/39 (000820)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 88-89. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/40 (000821)
Measures to be taken concerning the
documentation of the Governing Council
: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 89-90. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/41 (000822)
Provisional agenda for and matters
related to the 31st session of the
Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 91-92. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/83/42 (000823)
Arrangements for meetings of the
Governing Council in 1984 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June
1983.
In: Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme : report
on the organizational meeting for
1983, the special meeting for the
consideration of country and
intercountry programmes and projects
and the 30th session. - E/1983/20. -
1983. - p. 92. - (ESCOR, 1983,
Suppl. no. 9).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/83/43 (000824)
Other reports considered by the Governing Council at its 30th session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th meeting, 24 June 1983.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/1 (000825)
Programme and organization of work of the Governing Council in 1984: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 2nd and 3rd meetings, 22 and 23 Feb. 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/2 (000826)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/3 (000827)
Adoption of the agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 31st session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 5th meeting, 4 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/4 (000828)
Measures to be taken to meet the changing technical co-operation requirements of the developing countries.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/5 (000829)
Annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/6 (000830)
Reports of the Joint Inspection Unit. Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/7 (000831)
Measures to promote better understanding of the roles of the United Nations Development Programme and of the resource needs of the Programme.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/8 (000832)
Pre-investment activities. Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/84/9 (000833)
Government contributions to local office costs.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/10 (000834)
Implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the Least Developed Countries.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/11 (000835)
Assistance to the national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/12 (000836)
Assistance to Namibia.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/13 (000837)
Assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/14 (000838)
Action taken to implement General Assembly resolution 38/201.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/15 (000839)
Evaluation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 14th meeting, 18 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/16 (000840)
Mid-term review of the 3rd programming cycle, 1982-1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/17 (000841)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 14th and 19th meetings, 18 and 20 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/18 (000842)
Economic and social crisis in Africa.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/84/19  
Use of United Nations Volunteers to assist the most severely affected African countries in the implementation of emergency assistance programmes.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/20  
Preparation for the 4th programming cycle: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/21  
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/22  
United Nations technical co-operation activities.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/23  
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/24  
Activities and staffing of the Special Unit for Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/25  
Additional allocation from Special Programme Resources for the promotion of action-oriented activities for technical co-operation among developing countries.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/26  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/27  
Implementation in the Sudano-Sahelian region of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification.  
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/84/28 (000852)
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/33 (000857)
Extrabudgetary resources. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/29 (000853)
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/34 (000858)
Trust funds established by the Administrator in 1983. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/30 (000854)
Programmes in energy development.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/35 (000859)
Trust funds conditioned on procurement from a donor country.
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/31 (000855)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1983. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/36 (000860)
Financial Regulations : matters on which consensus was not achieved at the 30th session. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/37 (000861)
Financial Regulations : guidelines for the procurement of equipment, supplies and services. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/84/32 (000856)
Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1984-1985. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 33rd meeting, 29 June 1984.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/2
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council in 1985: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 10th meeting, 3 June 1985.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/3
Co-ordination: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/4
Programme implementation: annual report of the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/5
The development of human resources.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/6
Reports of the Joint Inspection Unit.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/7
Evaluation programme: women in development.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/8
Measures to promote better understanding of the role and activities of the United Nations Development Programme and of the resource needs of the Programme: information support to technical cooperation among developing countries and to the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade.
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/9
Government execution: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/10  
**Recent trends in the recruitment, cost and utilization of project personnel and other personnel working in development co-operation.**  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/11  
**Implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries.**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/12  
**Strengthening the response to the crisis in Africa.**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/13  
**Focal Point for Short-Term Advisory Services.**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/14  
**Assistance to the national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.**  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/15  
**Assistance to the Palestinian people.**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/16  
**Fourth programming cycle : [UNDP].**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/17  
**Programming : [UNDP].**  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/18 (000888)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 28 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/19 (000889)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/20 (000890)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/21 (000891)
United Nations technical co-operation activities. Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/22 (000892)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/23 (000893)
International Day for Volunteers for Economic and Social Development. Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/24 (000894)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/25 (000895)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/26  
Technical co-operation among developing countries.  
Adopted at the 34th and 38th meetings, 26 and 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/27  
Integration of issues relevant to women into promotional and operational activities for technical co-operation among developing countries.  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/28  
United Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for Development.  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/29  
Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region.  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/30  
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region.  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/31  
Programmes in energy development.  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/32  
United Nations Special Fund for Land-locked Developing Countries.  
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/33  
United Nations Development Fund for Women.  
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/34 (000904)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1984 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/35 (000905)
Revised 1984-1985 budget : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/36 (000906)
1986 budget : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/37 (000907)
Trust funds established by the Administrator in 1984 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/38 (000908)
Financial Regulations : matters on which consensus was not achieved at the 31st session : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/39 (000909)
Financial Regulations : guidelines for the procurement of equipment, supplies and services : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/40 (000910)
Audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/41 (000911)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
- (ESCOR, 1985, Suppl. no. 11).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/85/42 (000912)
Other matters: the financial structure of the system administered by the United Nations Development Programme.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/43 (000913)
Other matters: request by the International Telecommunication Union for additional support cost reimbursement.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/44 (000914)
Other matters: currency exchange rates applicable to activities of the United Nations Development Programme.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/45 (000915)
Measures to be taken concerning the documentation of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th meeting, 28 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/46 (000916)
Provisional agenda for the Governing Council at its 33rd session and related matters: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/47 (000917)
Arrangements for meetings of the Governing Council in 1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/85/48 (000918)
Other reports considered by the Governing Council at its 32nd session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 29 June 1985.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1985, the special meeting on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 32nd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/1 (000919)
Arrangements for the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 2nd meeting, 18 Feb. 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/2 (000920)
Election of the members of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 2nd and 10th meetings, 18 and 21 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/3 (000921)
Terms of office of members of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 1st meeting, 18 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/4 (000922)
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1986 and organizational matters: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 1st meeting, 18 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/5 (000923)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council in 1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 2nd and 3rd meetings, 18 and 19 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/6 (000924)
Revised guidelines of the United Nations regular programme for technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 7th meeting, 20 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/7 (000925)
United Nations Development Fund for Women.
Adopted at the 9th meeting, 21 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/8 (000926)
Special Programme Resources: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 9th meeting, 21 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/9 (000927)
Economically disadvantaged States in southern Africa.
Adopted at the 9th meeting, 21 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
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DP/DEC/86/10 (000928)
United Nations Development Programme
field offices in Belgrade and Bucharest. Adopted at the 9th meeting, 21 Feb. 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/11 (000929)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/12 (000930)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/13 (000931)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 33rd session: [UNDP]. Adopted at the 11th meeting, 22 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/14 (000932)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/15 (000933)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/16 (000934)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/17 (000935)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/18 (000936) Implementation of measures to improve programme and project quality: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/19 (000937) Women in development.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/21 (000939) Activities in the field of drug abuse control.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/22 (000940) Implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the Least Developed Countries.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/23 (000941) The future of the Committee of the Whole and of its Working Group: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/24 (000942) Pre-investment activities.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/25 (000943) Procurement from developing countries.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/26 (000944)
Assistance to national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session. -
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/30 (000948)
Special Programme Resources : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session. -
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/31 (000949)
Determining the per capita GNP for Bulgaria and Poland.
Adopted at the 32nd meeting, 24 June 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session. -
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/32 (000950)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 34th meeting, 25 June 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session. -
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/33 (000951)
Special needs of island developing countries.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting for 1986, the special session on preparations for the 4th programming cycle and the 33rd session. -
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/34 (000952)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/35 (000953)
United Nations Fund for Population Activities: financial, budgetary and personnel matters.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/36 (000954)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/37 (000955)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/38 (000956)
United Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for Development.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/39 (000957)
Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sahel region and implementation in the Sudano-Sahelian region of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/40 (000958)
Programmes in energy development.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/41 (000959)
Organizational and financial structure of the system administered by the United Nations Development Programme.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/42  (000960)
Annual review of the financial situation in 1985: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/43  (000961)
Revised budget estimates for 1986, budget estimates for 1987 and Government contributions to local office costs: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/44  (000962)
Trust funds established by the Administrator in 1985: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/45  (000963)
Trust funds conditioned on procurement from the donor country.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/46  (000964)
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/47  (000965)
Guidelines for the procurement of equipment, supplies and services: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/48  (000966)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/49  (000967)
Ex post facto report on agency support costs.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/86/50  (000968)
Sectoral support: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/51  (000969)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/52  (000970)
Request of the International Telecommunication Union for additional support cost reimbursement. Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/53  (000971)
Financial implications of matters referred to the Budgetary and Finance Committee by the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/54  (000972)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/55  (000973)
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council: [UNDP]. Adopted at the 8th, 12th, 22nd, 27th-29th and 32nd meetings, 4, 9, 16, 19-20 and 24 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/56  (000974)
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/86/57  (000975)
Provisional agenda of the Governing Council at its 34th session: [UNDP]. Adopted at the 35th meeting, 27 June 1986.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/87/1 (000976)
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1987 and the biennialization of documentation: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/2 (000977)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council in 1987: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 2nd and 5th meetings, 17 and 20 Feb. 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/3 (000978)
Election of the members of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 2nd and 5th meetings, 17 and 20 Feb. 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/4 (000979)
Country, intercountry, interregional and global programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/5 (000980)
Recent trends in the recruitment, cost and utilization of project personnel and other personnel working in development co-operation.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/6 (000981)
Project Development Facility: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/7 (000982)
Effective date for the implementation of the results of the job classification exercise for the General Service and related categories in the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/8 (000983)
Representation of African national liberation movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/9 (000984)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 34th session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 6th meeting, 26 May 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Adoption Date</th>
<th>Organizational Meeting</th>
<th>Report Title</th>
<th>Language Versions</th>
<th>DHL Call No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP/DEC/87/12</td>
<td>Joint Inspection Unit.</td>
<td>18 June 1987</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>report on the organizational meeting for 1987, the special session and the 34th session.</td>
<td>A, C, E, F, R, S</td>
<td>UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/DEC/87/16</td>
<td>Human resources development.</td>
<td>18 June 1987</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>report on the organizational meeting for 1987, the special session and the 34th session.</td>
<td>A, C, E, F, R, S</td>
<td>UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/DEC/87/17</td>
<td>Co-ordination of technical assistance.</td>
<td>18 June 1987</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>report on the organizational meeting for 1987, the special session and the 34th session.</td>
<td>A, C, E, F, R, S</td>
<td>UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/DEC/87/18</td>
<td>Focal Point for Short-Term Advisory Services.</td>
<td>19 June 1987</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>report on the organizational meeting for 1987, the special session and the 34th session.</td>
<td>A, C, E, F, R, S</td>
<td>UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/DEC/87/19</td>
<td>Procurement from developing countries.</td>
<td>18 June 1987</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>report on the organizational meeting for 1987, the special session and the 34th session.</td>
<td>A, C, E, F, R, S</td>
<td>UNE(O1)/R3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DP/DEC/87/20 (000995)
Review of the Committee of the Whole and its Working Group : [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/21 (000996)
Assistance to national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/22 (000997)
Assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/23 (000998)
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/24 (000999)
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/25 (001000)
Implementation of the 4th programming cycle : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/26 (001001)
Indicative planning figures for Namibia.
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/27 (001002)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/28 (001003)
Co-operation against AIDS.
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Tribute to Rafael M. Salas. 
Adopted at the 11th meeting, 28 May 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities. 
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities : financial, budgetary and administrative matters. 
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Implementation of the strategy for United Nations Fund for Population Activities assistance to sub-Saharan Africa. 
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities : change of name. 
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations technical co-operation activities. 
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Organizational and financial structure of the system administered by the United Nations Development Programme. 
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Volunteers. 
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration. 
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/87/39 (001014)
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/40 (001015)
Activities of the United Nations Sudan-Sahelian Office and assistance to other drought-stricken countries in Africa.
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/41 (001016)
United Nations Development Fund for Women.
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/42 (001017)
Annual review of the financial situation in 1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/43 (001018)
Budget estimates for 1988-1989: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/44 (001019)
Revised budget estimates for 1986-1987: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/45 (001020)
Trust funds established by the Administrator in 1986: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/46 (001021)
Common procurement policies and practices: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/47 (001022)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/87/48 (001023)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/49 (001024)
Request for reimbursement of additional support costs.
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/50 (001025)
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/51 (001026)
Measures concerning documentation for the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 29th meeting, 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/52 (001027)
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 23rd-25th and 29th meetings, 5, 8 and 18 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/53 (001028)
Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/87/54 (001029)
Provisional agenda of the Governing Council at its 35th session : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 30th meeting, 19 June 1987.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/1 (001030)
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1988 and other organizational matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 5th and 7th meeting, 19 Feb. 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/2 (001031)
Election of the members of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole : [UNDP, Governing Council].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/3 (001032)
Country, intercountry, interregional and global programmes and projects : [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Report of the Chairman of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole : [UNDP, Governing Council].


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Co-operation with the World Health Organization and other agencies against AIDS.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

United Nations Development Fund for Women.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Mid-term review of resources for the 4th programming cycle : [UNDP].

Adopted at the 7th meeting, 19 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Indicative planning figures for the 4th programming cycle, 1987-1991 : [UNDP].

Adopted at the 7th meeting, 19 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

UNDP response to emergency, medium-term and long-term development requirements in Africa.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Role of the United Nations Development Programme in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Adopted at the 7th meeting, 19 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Change of name of the Office for Projects Execution.

Adopted at the 4th meeting, 18 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Delegation of authority for project approval : [UNDP].

Adopted at the 4th meeting, 18 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Financing of technical co-operation among developing countries.

Adopted at the 7th meeting, 19 Feb. 1988.


Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/88/14 (001043)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 35th session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 10th meeting, 6 June 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/15 (001044)
Annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/16 (001045)
Annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP]: in-house technical expertise.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/17 (001046)
Programme and project quality: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/18 (001047)
Government execution: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/19 (001048)
Agency accountability.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/20 (001049)
Procurement from developing countries: procurement policies and practices.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/21 (001050)
Procurement from developing countries.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/22 (001051)
Activities in the field of drug abuse control.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/23 (001052)
Assistance to national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/88/24 (001053)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/25 (001054)
Evaluation. [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/26 (001055)
Pre-investment activities.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/27 (001056)
Co-operation with non-governmental organizations and grass-roots organizations.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/28 (001057)
Women in development.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/29 (001058)
Experience in human resources development.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/30 (001059)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/31 (001060)
Mid-term review of resources for the 4th programming cycle: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/32 (001061)
Fight against the locust and grasshopper infestation in Africa.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/33 (001062)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/88/34  (001063)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/35  (001064)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/36  (001065)
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/37  (001066)
United Nations technical co-operation activities.  
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/38  (001067)
United Nations Volunteers programme.  
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/39  (001068)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/40  (001069)
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration.  
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/41  (001070)
United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office.  
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/42  (001071)
United Nations Development Fund for Women.  
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/43  (001072)
Strengthening of the capacity of the United Nations Development Programme to promote and support technical cooperation among developing countries, including its financing.  
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S. 
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/88/44 (001073)
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/45 (001074)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1987: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/46 (001075)
Revised budget estimates for 1988-1989: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/47 (001076)
Trust funds: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/48 (001077)
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/49 (001078)
Audit reports: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/50 (001079)
Agency support costs.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/51 (001080)
Agency support costs: ex post facto report.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/52 (001081)
Agency support costs: effects of exchange rate fluctuations.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/53 (001082)
Agency support costs: requests for additional reimbursement.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/88/54
Management services : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/55
Action taken by other organs of the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/56
Operational activities for development.
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/57
Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, and the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond.
Adopted at the 35th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/58
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 34th, 35th and 36th meetings, 27 June and 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/59
Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/88/60
Provisional agenda for the 36th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 36th meeting, 1 July 1988.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/1
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1989 and other organizational matters : [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/2
Election of the members of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole : [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 8th meeting, 24 Feb. 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/3
Timing and process of the review of the Working Group of the Committee of the Whole : [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 8th meeting, 24 Feb. 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/89/4
Management Development Programme.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/5
Net contributor status: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/6
Special Programme Resources: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/7
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/8
Transport and Communications Decade in Asia and the Pacific.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/9
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/10
Agency support costs: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/11
Mid-term review of 4th cycle country programmes: [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/12
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/13
Adopted at the 7th meeting, 24 Feb. 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.

DP/DEC/89/14 (001103)
Alternative strategies for desert locust control.
Adopted at the 7th meeting, 24 Feb. 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/19 (001108)
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/20 (001109)
The role of the United Nations Development Programme in the 1990s.
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/21 (001110)
Micro-capital grants.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/22 (001111)
Promotion of national capacity: highly qualified staff.
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/23 (001112)
Annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/89/24 (001113)

Agency accountability.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/25 (001114)

Working Group of the Committee of the Whole: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/26 (001115)

United Nations Development Programme co-operation with nongovernmental organizations and grass-roots organizations.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/27 (001116)

Women in development.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/28 (001117)

Environment.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/29 (001118)

Procurement from developing countries: procurement policies and practices.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/30 (001119)

Assistance to national liberation movements recognized in its area by the Organization of African Unity.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/31 (001120)

Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/32 (001121)

Assistance to the Palestinian people.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/33 (001122)

Transport and Communications Decade in Asia and the Pacific.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/35 (001124)
Evaluation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/36 (001125)
Mid-term resource situation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/37 (001126)
Mid-term resource situation: assistance to Democratic Yemen.
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/38 (001127)
Questions relating to Namibia.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/39 (001128)
The Management Development Programme.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/40 (001129)
Reports on mid-term reviews: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/41 (001310)
Country and intercountry programmes and projects: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/42 (001131)
Locust control.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/43 (001132)
International Initiative against Avoidable Disablement.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
World Maritime University.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Arrangements for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Future needs in population, including the development of financial resource requirements for international population assistance.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/89/54  (001143)
United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/55  (001144)
United Nations Development Fund for Women.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/56  (001145)
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/57  (001146)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1988 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/58  (001147)
Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1988-1989 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/59  (001148)
Budget estimates for the biennium 1990-1991 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/60  (001149)
Trust funds established by the Administrator in 1988 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/61  (001150)
Audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/62  (001151)
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
UNDP GOVERNING COUNCIL DECISIONS

DP/DEC/89/63 (001152)
Arrangements for the Governing Council: venue, change of name, and timing of sessions: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/64 (001153)
Special Plan of Economic Co-operation for Central America.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/65 (001154)
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/66 (001155)
Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/67 (001156)
Provisional agenda for the 37th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/89/68 (001157)
United Nations Development Programme: 40 years of technical co-operation.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 30 June 1989.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/1 (001158)
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1990 and other organizational matters: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 1st plenary meeting, 20 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/2 (001159)
Least developed countries.
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/3 (001160)
Mid-term review of resources for the 4th programming cycle: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/4 (001161)
Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/90/5 (001162)
Agency support costs.
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/6 (001163)
Mid-term reviews of country and regional programmes: UNDP.
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/7 (001164)
United Nations Development Programme: 40 years of multilateral technical co-operation for development within the United Nations System.
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/8 (001165)
Annex to Governing Council decision 89/23 of 30 June 1989 on the annual report of the Administrator: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/9 (001166)
The role of the United Nations Development Programme in combating the human immunodeficiency virus infection (HIV) and the disease known as acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/10 (001167)
Documentation: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/11 (001168)
The report of the President on the work of the Committee of the Whole: [UNDP, Governing Council].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 23 Feb. 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/12 (001169)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 37th session: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 13th plenary meeting, 28 May 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/13 (001170)
Human development.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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DP/DEC/90/14 (001171)

DP/DEC/90/15 (001172)

DP/DEC/90/16 (001173)

DP/DEC/90/17 (001174)

DP/DEC/90/18 (001175)

DP/DEC/90/19 (001176)

DP/DEC/90/20 (001177)

DP/DEC/90/21 (001178)

DP/DEC/90/22 (001179)

DP/DEC/90/23 (001180)
DP/DEC/90/24  (001181)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/25  (001182)
Role of the United Nations Development Programme in combating HIV and AIDS.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/26  (001183)
Agency support costs.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990. - "Annex: Illustrative list of services".
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/27  (001184)
Procurement from developing countries : procurement policies and practices.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/28  (001185)
National liberation movements.
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/29  (001186)
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/30  (001187)
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa.
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/31  (001188)
Special Plan of Economic Co-operation for Central America.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/32  (001189)
Questions relating to Namibia.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/33  (001190)
Country, inter-country and global programmes : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/90/34  
Fifth programming cycle: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 23 June 1990. - "Annex: Proposed fifth-cycle allocations for SPR programmes".  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/35  
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/36  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/37  
United Nations technical co-operation activities.  
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/38  
United Nations Volunteers programme.  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/39  
Adopted at the 37th plenary meeting, 20 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/90/44 (001201)  
Annual review of the financial situation, 1989: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/49 (001206)  
Financial Regulations: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/50 (001207)  
Ex post facto reporting.  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/51 (001208)  
Least developed countries.  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/52 (001209)  
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 22 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.

DP/DEC/90/53 (001210)  
Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies: [UNDP].  
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 23 June 1990.  
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.  
DHL Call No.: UNE(01)/R3.
DP/DEC/90/54  (001211)
Provisional agenda for the 38th session of the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 23 June 1990.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/1  (001212)
Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1991 and other organizational matters : [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/2  (001213)
Standing Committee for Programme Matters : [UNDP, Governing Council].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/3  (001214)
Special Programme Resources : [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/4  (001215)
Annual review of the financial situation : status of the systems review project and the feasibility of developing a common system : [UNDP].
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/5  (001216)
Agenda and organization of work of the Governing Council at its 38th session : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 12th plenary meeting, 3 June 1991.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/6  (001217)
Human development.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/7  (001218)
Technical cooperation among developing countries.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/8  (001219)
Integration of women in development.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/9  (001220)
Role of the United Nations Development Programme in combating the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/91/10 (001221)
Regional economic integration.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 54. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/11 (001222)
Private sector in development.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 54-55. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/12 (001223)
International Year for the World’s Indigenous People.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/13 (001224)
Drug abuse control and crop substitution.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 56. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/14 (001225)
Special assistance to Namibia.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/15 (001226)
Role of the United Nations Development Programme in African economic recovery and development.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/16 (001227)
Least developed countries.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/17 (001228)
Refugees, displaced persons and returnees.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/18 (001229)
Assistance to the Palestinian people.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/19 (001230)
Assistance to Yemen.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/91/20
Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 63-64. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/21
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 64. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/22
Emergency aid to the Philippines.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 65. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/23
United Nations Development Programme participation in international cooperation to address and mitigate the consequences of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/24
Technical cooperation in the transformation of Eastern European economies.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/25
Evaluation.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/26
Implementation of evaluation recommendations.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/27
National execution.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/28
Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/29
Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/91/30  (001241)
Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : regional indicative planning figures : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/31  (001242)
Efficiency of programming : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/32  (001243)
Support costs successor arrangements : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/33  (001244)
Support costs review : financial provisions : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/34  (001245)
Sectoral support : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/35  (001246)
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/36  (001247)
Adopted at the 39th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/37  (001248)
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/38  (001249)
United Nations technical cooperation activities.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/39  (001250)
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
DP/DEC/91/40 (001251)
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/41 (001252)
United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/42 (001253)
United Nations Development Fund for Women.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/43 (001254)
Senior management structure : [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/44 (001255)
Annual review of the financial situation, 1990 and administrative matters : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/45 (001256)
Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1990-1991 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/46 (001257)
Budget estimates for the biennium 1992-1993 : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/47 (001258)
Audit reports : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/48 (001259)
Procurement from developing countries.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

DP/DEC/91/49 (001260)
Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council : [UNDP].
Adopted at the 26th, 32nd, 35th and 39th plenary meetings, 12, 17, 18 and 25 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme : report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.
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Arrangements for the Governing Council: [UNDP]: venue.
Adopted at the 38th plenary meeting, 21 June 1991.
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
- E/1991/34. - 1991. - p. 121. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Matters relating to the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies: [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Provisional agenda for the 39th session of the Governing Council: [UNDP].
In: Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme: report on the organizational meeting, the special session and the 38th session.
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.

Special Programme Resources: general guidelines and approval procedures.
- E/1991/34/Add.1. - 1991 - p. 6-7. -
(ESCOR, 1991, Suppl. no. 13A).
Language versions: A, C, E, F, R, S.
DHL Call No.: UNE(O1)/R3.